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Abstract: Utility mining is gaining attention towards researchers, as it discovers semantic significance among the items in a 

database. Utility association rule mining is one of utility mining techniques that retrieves highly profitable and highly 

associated products in a database. Many researchers started to replace traditional association rule mining with utility 

association rule mining, since utility association rules can reflect both association and semantic significance among the 

products retrieved from the database. Utility based association rule mining can be applied on various domains like Bio-

informatics, Recommender systems, Medical database, Web mining, Image mining. This research work aims to provide in 

depth study on utility based association rule mining. The work also illustrates the need for utility association rules, by 

providing drawbacks of traditional association rules. The work also lists existing utility association rules algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data mining is extraction of implicit information and 

knowledge which are previously unknown and potentially 

useful [1][2]. Utility mining is one of the fields in data 

mining, which incorporates utility factor for all the items in a 

database. If the utility of itemsets is greater than minimum 

utility threshold, then the itemsets are defined as high utility 

itemsets. Utility mining is defined as extraction of high 

utility itemsets from a database. Utility itemset mining 

concepts were introduced based on frequent itemsets mining. 

In frequent itemset mining, only the occurrences of items are 

focused, not the semantic significance of items like weight, 

profit, quantity of items. In order to include these significant 

factors, utility mining concepts were introduced. Hence in 

utility mining the important factors of the items like 

quantity, profit of the items are incorporated. The following 

are some of definitions in utility mining [3][4][5]. 

 

Definition 1: The internal utility of an item ip is the quantity 

of an item purchased by a customer in a transaction.  

Definition 2:  The external utility of an item ip is unit profit 

of each item.  

Definition 3:  Utility function f is the product of internal and 

external utility and it is considered as utility function.  

Definition 4: The utility of an item ip in transaction T is the 

calculated using utility function. Utility of an item in a 

particular transaction = Product of its internal utility in that 

transaction and its external utility.   

Definition 5: The utility of an itemset S in transaction T is 

defined as u(S,T) = ∑u(ip,T), ∀ip∈S,S ⊆ T.  

Definition 6: The utility of itemset S in database DB is 

defined as, u(S) = ∑u(S, T), ∀   T∈DB, S⊆T. 

Definition 7: The utility of transaction T is defined as u(T) = 

Pip∈T u(ip, T). 

Definition 8:  Itemset S is said to be high utility itemset if 

and only if U(S) ≥ Min_Util where Min_Util is user 

specified minimum utility threshold. 

 

II. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING 

 

Association rule mining is one of the core concepts of data 

mining. This technique retrieves highly co-related items in a 

database [8] [9]. It is useful for finding highly associated 

items from a large database. It has wide applications in retail 

business like associated products analysis, cross selling 

analysis, analysis of purchase behaviour of customer etc. 

Other than retail/wholesale business association rule mining 

is also applied in E-Commerce, Web mining, sequence 

mining, Recommender systems, Bio-informatics, Image 

mining, Text Mining, Privacy preserving, health data etc.  

 

Finding associated products in a large database has two 

phases [10] [11]. Frequent itemset generation is the first 

phase and discovery of association rules from frequent 

itemsets is a second phase. In frequent itemset generation 

phase, frequently occurring items in a database are retrieved. 

The itemset whose support value exceeds minimum 

threshold is referred as frequent itemsets. The support value 
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of an itemset is nothing but the number of occurrence of 

itemsets in that database. Once, frequent items are found, the 

association rules are retrieved based on support and 

confidence values of rules.  A rule for two itemsets A and B, 

of the form A→B, is known as association rule, if the 

support and confidence of the rule exceeds their minimum 

threshold respectively. Support of the rule is the ratio of 

number of transactions that contains both itemsets A and B 

to the total number of transactions in a database. Confidence 

of the rule is defined as the ratio of number of transactions 

that contains both itemsets A and B to the number of 

transactions that contains the first itemset A only.  

 

III. DRAWBACKS OF TRADITIONAL 

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING 

 

The association rule mining defined in the above section was 

purely based on support and confidence of the rule. This 

support and confidence measures are based on the number of 

occurrence of the items in a database. Just like frequent 

itemset mining that do not reflects the semantic importance 

of the items, this traditional association rules also not 

reflects the importance of items. It retrieves highly occurred 

co-related items. But in real life there may be some items 

which has more importance than its occurrence [12] [13].  

 

Consider a retail store. Assume that the profit of 10kg of 

wheat is 50 INR and the profit of a pen is 2 INR. For 

example, consider that in a transaction database, pen occurs 

in 50 transactions and 10kg rice occurs in 5 transactions. The 

total profit of pen is 100 INR and the total profit of 10kg of 

wheat is 250 INR. As per frequent itemset mining pen has 

high frequency. But the total profit of wheat much greater 

than a pen, though it has least occurrences. Hence, 

traditional association rule mining cannot discover the 

association of most profitable itemsets. This is because 

frequent itemset mining does not consider the profit of an 

item, which is also highly important in decision making [14] 

[15].  

 

IV. UTILITY ASSOCIATION RULE MINING 

 

The traditional association rule will not reveal semantic 

implication towards the mining knowledge, because of 

support–confidence framework [16][17]. Hence utility 

mining with traditional association rule mining are fused 

together as utility based association rule mining. The 

objective of utility based association rule mining is to 

discover high utility association rules [3][4][5]. A rule X->Y 

is defined as high utility association rule [6][7], if X, Y are 

high utility itemsets, and the utility confidence of the rule is 

greater than minimum utility confidence threshold. The 

utility confidence (Uconf) of the rule X -> Y is defined as, 

             
                    

    
      (1) 

Here, local utility(X, XUY) represents the local utility value 

of an item X in XUY and is defined as the sum of the utility 

values of the items X in all the transactions containing both 

X and Y. U(X) is local utility of X in a database. Steps in 

generating high utility association rules involves two phases: 

First phase is generation of high utility itemsets from a 

database and the second phase is discovery of high utility 

association rules from the high utility itemsets got in the first 

phase. A very little attention has paid in this area.  

 

V. EXISTING UTILITY ASSOCIATION RULE 

MINING ALGORITHMS 

  

A.  HGB-HAR Algorithm 

It was the first work on utility based association rules [6]. 

They defined utility confidence framework and 

differentiated how it differentiated from traditional 

association rule mining. The definition given in equation (1) 

was defined in this work [6]. The authors generated 

association rules from high utility closed itemsets (HUCI). 

An itemset is closed in a data set if there exists no superset 

that has the same support count as this original itemset. The 

authors proposed that high utility closed itemset together 

with their generators those are also high utility itemsets and 

also these high utility closed itemsets results in construction 

of effective non redundant association rules, as in traditional 

association rule mining. Hence they incorporated closed 

itemsets in utility itemsets and generate utility association 

rules from closed itemsets.  

 

The authors proposed four procedures in this work. They 

constructed initial utility list to discover high utility itemsets. 

Then closed high utility items and its generators are 

discovered. From the resultant generators, high utility 

association rules are retrieved. The authors define these rules 

as non-redundant high utility association rules, as they are 

generated from closed items. This is because, closed items 

reduces redundancy in rule generation. 

 

Step 1: Construct initial utility list for a transaction database. 

Step 2: Discover a set of HUIs. 

Step 3: Retrieve High utility closed itemsets (HUCIs) from 

HUIs.  

Step 4: Generate High utility association rules 
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Pseudocode for HGB-HAR algorithm..(Image source [6]) 

 

B. LARM Algorithm 

The authors argue that HGB-HAR algorithm has more 

memory and space complexity, if HGB list generated is very 

large [7]. Hence this algorithm was not more suitable for 

large databases. To overcome this limitation, the authors [7] 

proposed a lattice structure for mining high utility 

association rules. This work has two phases: In first phase a 

lattice for high utility itemsets (HUIL) was constructed. In 

second phase, all high utility association rules (HARs) are 

generated from the HUIL. 

  

Step 1: Discover HUIS from a transaction database. 

Step 2: Construct Lattice structure for HUIs. 

Step 3: Generate High utility association rules 

 

The nodes of items in lattice stores three data; {Utility of 

item, support of item, name of high utility itemset}. This 

lattice is built from the list of high utility itemsets. The 

lattice structure contains a root node and child nodes. The 

nodes are connected between each pairs of nodes. The root 

node is an empty node with no items and utility and support 

equal to 0. The connections between each pair of nodes are 

used to specify their parent-child relationship. The name of 

each node is formed based on the collection of items in an 

itemset. For example, if A is the root node, then the child 

nodes {AB, AC}. 

 
Pseudocode for LARM algorithm ( Image source [7]) 

VI. EXAMPLE 
 

Consider a transaction database as shown in table 1. First 

column is transaction ids. Second column is the items with 

their quantity purchased by the customer. Here T1, T2 T3, 

T4, T5, T6 are Transaction ids. A,B,C,D,E are items in 

transactions. The number along with the item in parentheses 
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represents the quantity of item purchased. In utility mining, 

this quantity is termed as internal utility of item. Table 2 

shows the unit profit of items. This unit profit is termed as 

external utility of items. The product of internal and external 

utility gives utility item in a transaction. Similarly 

Transaction utility is the sum of utility of items in those 

transactions. Transaction weighted utility is the sum of 

transaction utilities in which the item present. Table 2 shows 

unit profit , TWU and support of each items. More detailed 

definition about basics of utility mining can be found in 

[1][2][8][9][10]. 

 

Table 1. An Example transaction 
Trans. Id Transactions TU 

T1 (A,1) (B,3) (C,2) 19 

T2 (A,2) (C,3) (D,1) 21 

T3 (B,2) (C,1) 10 

T4 (B,3) (C,1) (D,3) (E,2) 32 

T5 (A,1) (B,3) (C,2) (D,1) (E,2) 28 

 

Table2. Utility, TWU table 

 

Initially TWU and support of items are calculated and is 

shown in table 3. Consider minimum utility threshold as 70 

and minimum support as 3.Hence high utility items are 

A,B,C and D. Here A,B and C are closed high utility 

itemsets.  

HGB-HAR Algorithm generates association rules from 

{A,B,C}. Once all possible rules are generated, the rules 

with utility value greater than utility threshold are termed as 

high utility association rules. LARM Algorithm constructs 

lattice for the items {A,B,C}. From the lattice the rules are 

retrieved.  

  

 

Fig 1. Itemsets Lattice of LARM Algorithm 

 Retrieved High utility association rules are 

 {(A->B); (B->C), (A->BC), (AC->B)} 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Association rule mining techniques are used to discover the 

relationships between itemsets, based on support and 

confidence measures. The traditional association rule mining 

does not incorporate semantic association among itemsets. 

Hence to incorporate the semantic factors, utility association 

rules are introduced. The utility association rule introduces 

utility confidence for the rules, so that the associated 

products discovered through utility association rules reflects 

the semantic significance also. Moreover these rules are 

generated from high utility itemsets, hence the itemsets will 

implicitly has more significance than frequent itemsets. In 

this work a detailed study that includes Association Rule 

mining, drawbacks of traditional association rule, utility 

association rules are illustrated in detail. Also the work lists 

some of the existing utility association rule mining 

algorithms.   
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